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Abstract 

Ralph Waldo Emerson once cautioned that “a foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.” In this talk, 
this quote is playfully considered in light of consumer diversity as manifested in sensory evaluation studies.  

The talk begins with a focus on clustering of consumers based on hedonic data. This type of data is interesting. 
An individual consumer might have equal liking for dissimilar samples, and two consumers with the same 
preferences might assign different liking responses to the samples. Four types of studies are introduced: 

• A study in which all consumers evaluate all products without replication. An experimental design 
that balances position and carryover effects seems appropriate, but there is a danger that consumer 
clusters will be strongly influenced by serving order, especially when the number of products 
evaluated per consumer is low. It will be discussed why this can happen, as well as potential 
solutions, such as subtracting the estimated contribution of order effects prior to cluster analysis. 

• A study in which all consumers evaluate all products without replication, but give repeated 
measures. Examples of such data include consumer chewing gum evaluations, but could apply 
equally to other product categories in which liking responses are given at multiple predetermined 
time points. This type of study has all the challenges of the first type of data mentioned, but 
additional problems are posed by the repeated (autocorrelated) hedonic measurements. 

• A study in which consumers evaluate only a subset of the products, without replication. This 
problem comes up often in product categories that do not lend themselves to more than a small 
number of evaluations by consumers in a single sitting, usually because the product type is fatiguing, 
potentially intoxicating (e.g. wine, beer), stimulating (coffee), or is particularly sating or exhausts 
finite resources (e.g. grooming with a razor removes the hair that is required for a razor evaluation). 
For 25 years the standard advice has been to use a balanced incomplete block (BIB) design, with the 
goal of balancing position and carryover effects, and this solution is perfect if the objective is to 
estimate average consumer liking. What if the objective is to understand consumer segments? 
Sensory-informed designs are presented as an alternative to a conventional balanced-incomplete-
block design. These designs create subsets of samples that span the sensory space, exposing 
consumers to a higher level of product sensory variability than would otherwise be found in a BIB 
design. Clustering can be conducted in which consumers are allocated to groups, and imputation of 
values for samples not presented is conditional on group membership.   

• A study in which consumers evaluate products with replication, for example in multiple sittings. 
These data are interesting consumers are often inconsistent with their liking responses. The 
problem of working with these data will be discussed in light of scenarios previously mentioned. 

The second topic is the clustering of consumers based on sensory response data. Consumers’ product 
characterizations have been of interest in recent years, and open the possibility of co-investigating relationships 
between consumer perception and liking. This time two types of studies will be introduced: 

• A study in which consumers are presented with check-all-that-apply (CATA) questions, in which they 
can select all the terms from a list to describe the sample being evaluated. Consumer clustering is 
then possible based on CATA data, which enables an exploration of whether consumers differ in 
their responses across all response data. Consumer clusters are obtained and investigated.  

• A study in which consumers evaluate products using temporal check-all-that-apply (TCATA). During 
each evaluation, consumers will indicate and continuously describe the sample by selecting as many 
attributes as are appropriate from a list. Starting from liking data collected in the same study, we 
perform conventional clustering then show how product perception differs across liking clusters. 
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Next we turn attention to clustering consumers based on TCATA data, and identify perception 
clusters.  

A recurring theme is that the objectives of a sensory study need to guide its design, and that slavishly following 
standard conventions for design and analysis can be the foolish consistency which is the hobgoblin of little 
sensory scientists. 

Keywords -  Consumer heterogeneity; Unsupervised clustering; Experimental design; Liking; Temporal 
check-all-that-apply (TCATA) 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 1970 edition of The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, historian and philosopher of science Thomas S. 
Kuhn includes a postscript in which he states: “To the extent, of course, the individuals belong to the same group 
and thus share education, language, experience, and culture, we have good reason to suppose that their 
sensations are the same” (p. 193). Kuhn was a was not a pioneer of sensory evaluation, but the publication of his 
words seem to endorse a phenomenon that was just getting underway in the United States: the adoption in the 
1970s and 1980s of a powerful new sensory evaluation method called quantitative descriptive analysis by food 
and beverage industries. A quantitative descriptive analysis panel is comprised of a small group of assessors who 
undergo an appropriate common training experience and who align their vocabularies can describe and quantify 
the sensations elicited by specific foods and beverages in an objective manner. The idea is that that panel will 
function as an analytical instrument. A key assumption underlies this method: product profiles obtained from 
the panel are assumed to be aligned with the human sensory experiences of some larger, untrained population, 
even if the individuals in this population cannot express these experiences due to lack of adequate sensory 
training.  

But there is various evidence that foods might be experienced differently by different consumers in a non-
laboratory setting due to complex factors. Consumers might differ in their genetics, receptor expression, age, 
dentition, microbial communities, salivation, habits for processing foods orally, strength of masticatory 
musculature, pregnancy status, neurodevelopmental disorder status, mental illness status, medication, sensory 
education, willingness to eat new foods, thermal tasting status, and other factors (see, e.g., [1-12]). What 
happens if we cannot assume that there is an average or representative set of sensations that go along with any 
particular product? And how does this affect the design and analysis of studies in which consumer diversity is a 
salient feature to be investigated? Ralph Waldo Emerson once cautioned that “a foolish consistency is the 
hobgoblin of little minds” [13]. In this talk, this quote is considered in light of consumer diversity as it manifests 
in sensory evaluation studies. 

CONSUMER DIVERSITY IN HEDONIC SENSORY STUDIES 

Three examples of sensory studies in which consumers provide hedonic responses are given. 

First, there is the complete block design. This is a study in which all consumers evaluate all products without 
replication. An experimental design that balances position and carryover effects seems appropriate in this case. 
This approach will balance the serving order bias across all samples, which allow for proper estimation of average 
hedonic responses. But an average value is of interest when “average” is in some way typical. Now suppose that 
data arise from a bimodal population with diametrically opposed preferences: here the average value is no longer 
of interest. Cluster analysis is often conducted to determine whether data arise from different populations. But 
when there is a sample order effect and the number of samples is small, it has been reported that cluster analysis 
might produce clusters that are strongly influenced by the serving order [14]. It will be discussed why this can 
happen. The merits of potential solutions, such as subtracting the estimated contribution of order effects prior 
to cluster analysis, will be discussed. 

Second, there is a complete block design with replication, but in which the protocol involves repeated measures. 
This is a study in which all consumers evaluate all products at multiple predetermined time points. Examples 
of such a study include consumer chewing gum evaluations. Evaluations of products that are worn or used for 
an extended period of time also fall into this category, as do dietary interventions that are intended to promote 
satiety. This type of study has all the challenges of the first type of data mentioned, but additional problems are 
posed by the repeated (autocorrelated) hedonic measurements. 
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Third, there is an incomplete block design without replication. This is a study in which consumers evaluate only 
a subset of the total number of products, without replication. This problem comes up often in product categories 
that do not lend themselves to more than a small number of evaluations by consumers in a single sitting, usually 
because the product type is fatiguing, potentially intoxicating (e.g. wine, beer), stimulating (coffee), or is 
particularly sating or exhausts finite resources (e.g. grooming with a razor removes the hair that is required for 
a razor evaluation). For 25 years the standard advice has been to use a balanced incomplete block design, with 
the goal of balancing position and carryover effects. This solution is perfect if the objective is to estimate average 
consumer liking. What if the objective is to understand consumer segments? This talk will discuss why there is a 
better solution than a conventional balanced-incomplete-block design. The sensory-informed design [15, 16] 
provides a key strategy for addressing this type of problem.  

Fourth, there is a complete block design with replication. This is a study in which consumers evaluate all products 
with replication. This problem comes up when consumers are asked on multiple occasions to given their 
responses to products. In such a study we have both position effects and replicate effects to consider.  

CONSUMER DIVERSITY IN PERCEPTION AND PERCEPTION DYNAMICS 

Two examples of sensory studies in which consumers provide sensory response data are given. Consumers also 
provide liking data, which makes it possible to coinvestigate sensory and hedonic responses [17]. 

First, there is a consumer study in which consumers are presented with check-all-that-apply (CATA) questions, in 
which they can select all the terms from a list to describe the sample being evaluated. Consumer clustering is 
then possible based on CATA data, which enables an exploration of whether consumers differ in their responses 
across all response data. Consumer clusters are obtained and investigated based on several studies in which the 
product of interest was orange juice [18], strawberries [19, 20], and whole grain bread [21].  

Second, there is a consumer study in which consumers evaluate products using temporal check-all-that-apply 
(TCATA). During each evaluation, consumers will indicate and continuously describe the sample by selecting as 
many attributes as are appropriate from a list. Starting from liking data collected in the same study, we perform 
conventional clustering then show how product perception differs across liking clusters [22]. Additional 
approaches are being investigated actively to enable consumer perception clusters to be obtained from TCATA 
data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Consumers can be heterogeneous with respect to liking or with respect to perception, or both. It is possible to 
investigate conventional consumer sensory test data to better understand consumer diversity. This talk focuses 
on sensory data arising two types of studies: consumer hedonic data, and consumer perception (and perception 
dynamics) data. A recurring theme is that the objectives of a sensory study need to guide its design, and that 
slavishly following standard conventions for design and analysis can be the foolish consistency which is the 
hobgoblin of little sensory scientists. 
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